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The Alphabet – Practice

ש ָׁלוֹם
הָׁם אַבְרָׁ
אֵל ישִ ְרָׁ
יעֲַקֹב
ירְושּ ָׁלַיםִ 



Inseparable Prefixes – Genesis 1:1

• The first word in Genesis has a bet tacked on to the beginning:

רֵאש ִיתבְּ

• This is a preposition. Several prepositions in Hebrew appear as single 
letters attached directly to the word they govern. 

• The preposition ְּב can mean “in”, “with”, or “by”.



The Hebrew Verb – Genesis 1:1

• Each Hebrew verb is based on a 
root consisting of three 
consonants.

• There are two main tenses:
• Imperfect, which is mainly a future 

tense

• Perfect of completed, which 
usually past or completed

• Tenses use prefixes, suffixes, and 
vowel changes.

א• בָּׁרָׁ is a 3rd person masculine 
singular perfect: “he created.”

• Verbs convey number, gender, 
person (etc.)

• This conjugation is also the 
“dictionary form” because in 
nearly all verbs it displays all 
three root consonants.



The Masculine/Mixed Plural – Genesis 1:1

אֱלהִֹים 
• The name of God is has the  ים ending that marks all masculine and 

mixed plurals.

• Despite the plural ending, this word (and others) are treated as if they 
were singular.



Hebrew Word Order – Genesis 1:1

• Since Hebrew does not use cases, the parts of speech are mainly 
designated by word order. 

• For most main clauses, the order is:

Verb→ Subject→ Object

• For continuing narrative clauses, the order changes to:

Noun→ Verb→ etc. 



The Direct Object – Genesis 1:1

The word אֵת is not translated. It is a marker indicating that the next 
word is an object of the main verb.



The Definite Article – Genesis 1:1

• The word ַָׁמַיםִ ה ש ּ is prefixed by a ַה. This is the definite article.

• The definite article is directly attached to the noun it governs.



The Dual Plural – Genesis 1:1

The word  ִָׁמַים הַש ּ is a dual. You can distinguish it by the vowel points:

ַיַםִ 
• The dual usually appears in plural nouns that naturally come in pairs: 

ears, eyes, hands, feed, and so on.

• In this case  ִָׁמַים הַש ּ refers to the heavens above and below the earth.



The Conjunction, “and” – Genesis 1:1

• The copulative conjunction is marked by a  ְו
• Usually it appears as an inseparable prefix attached to the word it 

governs.

• In addition to “and”, other possible meanings are “but” and “or.”

• Usually it takes a shewa.



Verse 2!!
Onward…
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The Verb “to be” – Genesis 1:2

• The verb הָׁיתְָׁה is a perfect, 3rd person, feminine singular.

• Nouns in Hebrew are either masculine or feminine. Most feminine 

nouns have a final ה pointed with a kamatz.

• The subject of this verb—the earth—does not have a typical feminine ending.



Independent Prepositions – Genesis 1:2

• פְּניֵ -עַל means “upon the 
face”.

• עַל is a preposition that means 
“on”, “upon”, or “above”.

• The “hyphen” serves a function 
similar to the hyphen in English, 
linking two words.

• The noun for face is:

פָּׁניִם 

• This is another noun that is 
plural in form, but treated as 
singular.

• (But what happened to the final 
mim?)

נִים פָּ



Grouping Nouns (Construct State) –
Genesis 1:2
• Hebrew will indicate relationships between nouns by grouping them 

together in chains. When this happens, it’s called a “construct state.”

• It helps to show association or possession.

• One feature of the construct state is that nouns in the masculine or 
mixed plural lose the final ם, unless the noun comes at the end of the 
chain.

פְּניֵ תְהוֹם-עַל



The Hebrew Participle – Genesis 1:2

• מְרַחפֶֶת is a feminine singular participle.

• Hebrew participles show gender and number, but not “person”.

• This participle is based on the triliteral root of ְתרַחֶפֶמ . The mim
prefix and tav suffix are part of the participle form.

• The meaning is much like an English participle; it refers to someone or 
something doing the action of the verb.



Verse 3!!
It’s about to get strange…



The Imperfect Tense – Genesis 1:3

The Perfect

• Adds suffixes to the 3-consonant 
root (except for 3rd person 
masculine)

• Usually refers to past or 
completed actions.

The Imperfect

• Adds prefixes to the 3-consonant 
root:

אמֶרֹי
• (3rd person masculine singular)

• Usually refers to incomplete or 
future actions.



The Vav Consecutive – Genesis 1:3

• This is a verbal construction used in narrative passages. 

• A vav  is added to an imperfect that changes it from future to past (ו)
tense.

• A vav consecutive usually has a patah .and a dagesh in the prefix (וַ )

• A vav conjunction meaning “and” or “but” takes a shwa ( ְו).

• Usually a narrative section starts with a verb in the perfect, followed 
by a chain of verbs in the vav-consecutive that denote consecutive 
actions.

• Extra note: a vav consecutive can also change a perfect to a future 
tense.



The Vav Consecutive – continued

אמרֶֹי

ֹּאמֶר ויַ

אמֵרֹיוְ 

He will say (Regular imperfect)

And he said (  ַו vav with a patach,  ּ י prefix 
with a dagesh)

And he will say ( ְו shwa under vav)



Vocabulary Note – Genesis 1:3

יהְִי
Verb “to be” or “to become” (Root: היה )

• 3rd person masculine singular

• “There shall be” or “let there be”

• (Notice that the last root consonant has dropped. This happens 
sometimes with verbs with a final ה in the root.)



Verse 4
It’s all good.



Weak Verbs – Genesis 1:4

• And he saw: ויַרְַּא

• The root of this verb is ראה

• What happened to the final ?ה

Certain root consonants disappear 
or change when the verb is 
conjugated. We call these “weak” 
or “defective” verbs.

Roots that end in ה- lose the final 
ה in the vav-consecutive.

(We’ll see this again.)



Missing Vocabulary – Genesis 1:4

כִּי- A separable preposition 
meaning “that”, “because”, or 
“when”.

ל ויַבְַּדֵּ The root isבדל. The 
general meaning is “to divide”, “to 
separate”.



Changes in  ְו (“and”) – Genesis 1:4

• The word ובֵּין (“and between”) changes the conjunction from  ְו to  ּ .ו

• This change takes place in the conjunction happens before all words 
that start with ב,מ,פ (“labials”).



Verse 5
All in a day’s work.



The Preposition - לְ  – Genesis 1:5

• לְ- – “to”, “for”, “from”

Where is the אֵת?

• לְ- can point to an object, so אֵת isn’t needed.

• When -ְל is used with the definite article, ַה, the ה drops out, but the 
long “a” vowel replaces the shwa:

לַ- = “to/for the…”



Verse 6
The bigger picture.



Other Verb Constructions – Genesis 1:6

• The verb יל מבְַדִּ is based on 
the same root as the word 
ל ויַבְַּדֵּ we encountered in verse 
.(בדל) 4

• יל מַבְדִּ is a causative participle; 
“a dividing”.

• Each verb can be structured 
seven general forms.

• Each form has its own perfect, 
imperfect, participle, etc.



The Hebrew Verb Binyanim:
Simple Active

“He has broken”, “He breaks”

Simple Passive

“He was broken”

Intensive Active

“He smashed”, “He shattered”

Intensive Passive

“He was smashed”

Causative Active

“He made great”

Causative Passive

“He was magnified”

Reflexive

“He made himself great”

- NO FORM -



Verse 7
A place for everything...



Hebrew Verb Nomenclature

• As we mentioned earlier, every Hebrew verb is based on a root 
consisting of three consonants. 

• Some “weak” consonants exhibit unusual behavior; they disappear, 
merge with neighboring consonants, or change to different 
consonants. Verbs with weak consonants are called “weak verbs.”

• We’ve already seen this with verbs that end with ה , in which the ה
disappears in the imperfect.

For example: ויַרְַּא from the root ראה



Hebrew Verb Nomenclature, continued.

Hebrew grammar refers to consonants in verbs based on their 
position in the root. Each position is numbered, I, II, or III.

So, our verb with a final ה would be called a “III- or a “3rd “ה  or “ה
“Final ה“ verb.

Example: The verb הלך "to walk",  is a I-ה verb.



Hebrew Verb Nomenclature, continued.

• Other grammarians refer to consonants in a verb by mapping them to 
the consonants of the verb פעל, which means “to do”, or “to act.”

• For example, our “III- “ה verb could be called a “ ה-ל “  verb, 
because the ה is in the ל place.

III    II   I

פ ע ל



Verse 8
Time to fly solo…



Verses 9-10
Really weak verbs…



Verses 11-12
In which we get pronominal



Pronominal Suffixes – Genesis 1:11

• We’ve seen how Hebrew uses inseparable prefixes as prepositions. 
These prepositions are attached directly to the words the govern.

• In a similar way, Hebrew will use suffixes to represent possessive 
pronouns (“his seed”) or as objects of verb, which we will see later.

וֹ ב-וֹ זרְַע
The final vavs are pronomnal suffixes, literally “his seed in him.” In 
English we would use “it” rather than “his” or “him.”



The Causative – Genesis 1:12

• We saw the causative as one of the structures in the Hebrew verbal 
system. The Hebrew word for this form is “Hiphil” (הפְִעיִל).

• It’s an active form that implies both causation and continuance of a 
state of being.

• Form the basic causative by adding a ה to the beginning, and a י after 
the middle consonant. This example uses the verb, זכּר “to 
remember”.

ריזכְִּהִ



The Causative, continued

• In the imperfect, the added ה drops, and the prefix of the imperfect 
gets a patach. So:

• הִזכְִּיר (“he caused to remember”) becomes יזַכְּיִר (“he will cause 
to remember”).

Hint: the י between the 2nd and 3rd root consonants suggests you may be 
dealing with a Hiphil construction. Usually.



The Causative, continued

• Turn back for a moment to verse 6 and that word מבְַדִיל, “a 
separation.”

• This is a causative participle. Like some other participles we’ve seen, it 
adds a –מ prefix, which causes the –ה to drop out. 

• The י is the giveaway that this is a Hiphil.



One Last Thing on the Hiphiel (for now)

• While the י is the giveaway that this is a Hiphil, there are some 
instances, like in verse 12, where it drops.

אותַּוֹצֵ

• “And she brought forth” from a verb root  meaning “to go out”

• The  ֵַ underneath the צ signals that missing י.



Verses 13-15
On to infinity…



A Plurality of Plurals – Genesis 1:14

• With the appearance of מְארֹֹת in verse 14, we now have seen all 
three of the plurals in Hebrew. This word can also be spelled מְארֹוֹת.

• Here are the three plurals with their endings:

Example Form 

אֱלהִֹים  Masculine/mixed plural, marked by  ִים-

מְארֹוֹת Feminine plural, marked by -וֹת

ָׁמַיםִ  ש ּ Dual, marked by  ִַיַם



The Infinitive – Genesis 1:15

• There are two kinds of infinitives. The kind here is called the 
“infinitive construct.”

• The word להְָׁאיִר is an infinitive of a hiphiel form. 

• The infinitive in Hebrew expresses the same meaning as the English 
infinitive; “to go”, “to say”, etc.

• The key marker is to watch for the –ְל at the beginning of a hiphiel
verb. A regular verb in the infinitive will have a ִל.



The Infinitive, continued

• Remember, there is also the preposition, -ִל which appears as a prefix 
and means “to”, “towards”, “for”, etc.

• The infinitive prefix –ִל is marked with a hirik (“ee”) vowel.

• The preposition –ְל is marked by a shwa.



Verses 16-19
More lights



Nouns and Adjectives – Genesis 1:16

• Adjectives agree with the nouns the modify in number, gender, and 
definiteness.

• In other words, if a noun carries a definite article, the associate 
adjective will also have a definite article.

ש ְניֵ הַמְּאֹרֹת הַגדְֹּלִים -אֶת
Adjective                        Noun

• Remember, adjectives follow the nouns they modify.



I-נ Verbs, (נתן) – Genesis 1:17

• One common, annoying, and frequent consonantal change happens 
in verbs that start with נ. The consonant is assimilated into the 
following consonant, which is then doubled.

• We have something similar in English. The prefix “in-” meaning “not” 
shows up in words like “infrequent” or “insoluble”, but when the n 
comes up against other consonants, it assimilates to the next 
consonant, which doubles, e.g., “immortal” or “illegal.”

• Note in our word ויַתִֵּּן “and he gave”, the נ assimilates to the ּת that 
follows. The dot in the middle (dagesh) indicates that the consonant 
is doubled.



More Pronoun Suffixes – Genesis 1:17

• We’ve already seen the 3rd person possessive pronominal suffix with 
 .it’s/his seed”, where the final  represents the pronoun“ ,זרְַעוֹ 

• Here is another: אתָֹׁם, meaning, “them.” This time the suffix is ם  ַָׁ
but it’s attached to our old friend the direct object marker אֵת, but 
with an “o” vowel. 

• This is a common way of stating a pronoun as the direct object. For 
example, “him” can be written this way as  ֹאתֹו.



Can You Find the Infinitives? – Genesis 1:18

ילולְּהַבְדִּ , בַּיוֹּם ובַּלַּילְָׁה, ולְִמְש ֹל



Verses 20-25
Life abundant



Review: the Imperfect So Far… the forms

Singular

• 1st person common singular

• 2nd pers. singular, masculine

• 2nd person singular, feminine

• 3rd person singular, masculine

• 3rd person singular, feminine

Plural

• 1st person common plural

• 2nd person plural, masculine

• 2nd person plural, feminine

• 3rd person plural, masculine

• 3rd person plural, feminine



The Imperfect So Far… What We’ve Seen

Singular

• 3rd person masc.
XXX ִ י

• 3rd person fem. 

XXXִּת

(Usually with the vav consecutive)

Plural

• 3rd person masc.
 ִ ּ XXXי ו



The Imperative and Jussive – Genesis 1:22

• The imperative is a command in the 2nd person. The key marker is the 
root (final ה- drops) with the suffix  ּ  .-ו

 ּ ּ , פְּרוּ ורְּבו ומִּלְאו

• Hebrew also has a command form directed to a 3rd person called the 
Jussive.

ירִֶב



More on the Jussive

• In form, the jussive looks just like an imperfect in the strong verb. 
Differences only start to appear in certain weak verbs.

• In most cases, context is your best guide to identifying a jussive

Hebrew command forms are only used for positive commands, (i.e., 
“Thou shalt…), but not negative commands.

Negative commands use the imperfect plus a special particle אַל or 
.לאֹ



Again, the Construct State – Genesis 1:25

• Review from Genesis 1:2… 
Hebrew will indicate relationships between nouns by grouping them 
together in chains. When this happens, it’s called a “construct state.”

• Another feature is that nouns inside the construct have final ה
change to a final ת.

• Note how ַּחַיה (“animal”) changes in the phrase below:

חַיתַּ הָׁאָׁרֶץ -אתֶ

(“wild animal”)



Verses 26-28
Imago dei…



Another Imperfect Form

• This is the 1st person common plural imperfect. The marker is the נ
prefix.

 ַ עֲש ֶהנ

• This comes from the root עשׂה and means “make/do”, so this word 
means, “We shall make” or “Let us make”.



More Pronominal Suffixes – Genesis 1:26

• In Genesis 1:11, we saw a suffix standing in for a pronoun:

וֹזרְַע (“his/its seed”)

In this verse we see another example of this with 

ּ בְּצַלְמֵ ּ כִּדְמותֵּנו נו
The suffixes here both mean “our” or “ours”

• Note the preposition ְּב in” and ִּכ “like” or “according to”.



More Pronominal Suffixes – continued

• In verse 27 we saw the direct object marker אֵת with a ֹו pronominal 
suffix (masculine singular); ֹאתֹו, “him”.

• In verse 28 we see it again with ַָׁם , a mixed plural pronominal 
ending אתָֹׁם, meaning “them.”

The direct object marker can take these suffixes to indicate a pronoun 
as the object of a verb.



Pronominal Suffixes on Prepositions

Hebrew also adds pronominal suffixes to prepositions:

וֹל “to/for him”
וֹבּ “in him”
ּ לָׁ נו “to/for us”
הלָׁ “to/for her”



Verses 29
The menu



The Perfect – Genesis 1:29

• The perfect form is a conjugation that shows past and/or completed 
actions. We’ve seen one example so far, which is א  meaning, “heבָּׁרָׁ
created”.

• Most perfects use a suffix, although the 3rd person masculine singular 
is an exception. It has neither prefix nor suffix.

• The verb in vs. 29 is a 1st person common singular:

ָׁתתִַּי נ “I gave”

The marker for the 1st common singular in the perfect is the suffix -תִּי



The Perfect, continued

• The verb “give” has the root of נתן . In our text, you may notice that 
ָׁתַתִּי נ is missing the final נ just before the suffix.

• The reason for this is because, like verbs ending in ה, final-נ verbs 
often drop the last נ before a suffix. 

• Note: this particular verb is difficult because it also starts with a נ and 
thus behaves oddly with prefixes. נתן is one of those verbs that 
requires some extra attention.



New Pronominal Suffix!

• We meet the preposition ְל with the 2nd person masculine/mixed 
plural suffix -כֶם

לָׁכֶם “to you (all)”


